
 
 

   

EU Rural Cooperation Fair 
The Market Place 

 
 
 

The EU Cooperation Fair offers a wonderful opportunity to network and make links in an informal but 
highly productive way. One of the highlights of this Fair is the EN RD ‘Market Place’, which, as the name 
suggests, allows fair participants to ‘display their wares’ in terms of Cooperation Offers. Whether you 
are looking for a partner for a particular project or simply seeking inspiration, this space will enable you 
to find exactly what you are looking for. 

 

 
 

The Market Place has been designed to make the process of networking and cooperating as easy as 
possible. Here you will find an array of information stalls such as the NRN info stands, the EN RD 
Contact Point ‘Cooperation Hub’ and its ‘Cooperation Offers Wall’. However, the real ‘meat and veg’ 
of this market place are the Thematic Tables, where you have the chance to market and discuss your 
project ideas under one of the six workshop or commonly identified themes.  

 

In addition to this the Contact Point ‘Cooperation Hub’ is on hand to facilitate the Cooperation 
development process: 

 

Day One’s focus is on current cooperation opportunities, including:  
 Access to Partnership Offers available through the Cooperation Offers database  
 Easy-to-spot-and-read project offers on display on the ‘Cooperation Offers Wall’ 

 

Day Two’s focus is on the current TNC services of the Contact Point, including: 
 Cooperation Guide & tools online consultation  
 Partnership Offers online consultation 
 Partnership Offers formulation & online entry 

 

The Market Place is YOUR space and has been designed with your needs in mind.  We would 
encourage you to make the most of this opportunity.  Please take the time to stroll around the Market 
Place and browse the project offers available. In particular, the Thematic Tables offer a unique ‘not to 
be missed’ opportunity for you to take a cooperation idea and instantly formalise it into a legitimate 
Cooperation Offer, right there and then!  

 

As always, Contact Point staff will be on hand to offer guidance, support and advice and we look 
forward to seeing you there! 
 

 

 


